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Part IPart I

Formation of the MoonFormation of the Moon



Planetary FormationPlanetary Formation

In the solar nebula, dust particles coalesced In the solar nebula, dust particles coalesced 

to form smaller to form smaller planetesimalsplanetesimals and smaller and smaller 

asteroids. These then collided to form the asteroids. These then collided to form the 

planets. The planets continued to be planets. The planets continued to be 

bombarded with other smaller particles as the bombarded with other smaller particles as the 

planets continued to increase in mass and planets continued to increase in mass and 

complete the formation processes. complete the formation processes. 





Giant Impact HypothesisGiant Impact Hypothesis

As impacts continued As impacts continued 

to strike Earthto strike Earth’’s magma s magma 

oceans, a larger oceans, a larger impactorimpactor, , 

roughly 10% the mass of roughly 10% the mass of 

Earth (size of Mars) struck Earth (size of Mars) struck 

the planet. The giant the planet. The giant 

impact hypothesis impact hypothesis 

stipulates that magma stipulates that magma 

oceans had to be present oceans had to be present 

and the system would and the system would 

have a lower angular have a lower angular 

momentum. momentum. 



Magma Oceans: OverviewMagma Oceans: Overview

The Moon was predominantly a magma ocean as it was The Moon was predominantly a magma ocean as it was 

formed due to the intense heat and energy from impacts. formed due to the intense heat and energy from impacts. 

Over the next 100 million years, the magma oceans Over the next 100 million years, the magma oceans 

crystallized and the lunar crust was formed. crystallized and the lunar crust was formed. 



Magma Oceans: ComponentsMagma Oceans: Components

The magma oceans crystallized to The magma oceans crystallized to 

form the standards within the lunar crust. form the standards within the lunar crust. 

The first 75% of crystallization The first 75% of crystallization 

predominantly formed olivine. As predominantly formed olivine. As 

crystallization continued, crystallization continued, pigeonitepigeonite, high, high--

calcium, calcium, clinopyroxeneclinopyroxene, and , and ilmeniteilmenite

formed, which had lower densities and formed, which had lower densities and 

rose in the magma oceans. Plagioclase, rose in the magma oceans. Plagioclase, 

which is found near the crust due to its low which is found near the crust due to its low 

density, formed after this period of density, formed after this period of 

crystallization.crystallization.



Moon Formation: ImpactMoon Formation: Impact

The terrestrial The terrestrial 

impact resulted in the impact resulted in the 

formation of the lunar formation of the lunar 

debris that in turn debris that in turn 

accumulated to form accumulated to form 

the Moon. Magma the Moon. Magma 

oceans also developed oceans also developed 

on the lunar surfaceon the lunar surface

4.517 Billion 

Years Ago
4.456 Billion 

Years Ago

4.417 Billion 

Years Ago



Moon Formation: CrustMoon Formation: Crust

75% of the magma 75% of the magma 

oceans crystallized oceans crystallized 

forming stable forming stable 

fragments of the crust fragments of the crust 

and lunar highlands as and lunar highlands as 

proven by dating of the proven by dating of the 

pyroxenes found in pyroxenes found in 

lunar lunar anorthositesanorthosites. . 

4.517 Billion 

Years Ago
4.456 Billion 

Years Ago

4.417 Billion 

Years Ago



Moon Formation: CrystallizationMoon Formation: Crystallization

The remaining minerals within The remaining minerals within 

the magma oceans also formed the magma oceans also formed 

solids until only trace amounts solids until only trace amounts 

of the magma oceans of the magma oceans 

remained and the period of remained and the period of 

magma oceans ended. Zircon magma oceans ended. Zircon 

dating was used since it was dating was used since it was 

one of the last minerals to one of the last minerals to 

crystallize. crystallize. 

4.517 Billion 

Years Ago
4.456 Billion 

Years Ago

4.417 Billion 

Years Ago



Part 2:Part 2:

Evolution of the MoonEvolution of the Moon



Global MoonGlobal Moon

�� Features observed were uneven features such as craters, Features observed were uneven features such as craters, 

mountains, and rifts along with smooth mountains, and rifts along with smooth mariamaria..

�� These were created from meteorites plummeting to the These were created from meteorites plummeting to the 

Moon's surface, covered with hardened magma from Moon's surface, covered with hardened magma from 

underneath the surface of the Moon. underneath the surface of the Moon. 



Evolution of Moon's SurfaceEvolution of Moon's Surface

�� The Moon, formed 4.5 billion years ago, The Moon, formed 4.5 billion years ago, 

has been heavily cratered since it's has been heavily cratered since it's 

formation. However, the mare that covers formation. However, the mare that covers 

its surface was formed only about 3 billion its surface was formed only about 3 billion 

years ago, encompassing the original years ago, encompassing the original 

surface. Craters have been discovered that surface. Craters have been discovered that 

show the Moon was hit 3.9 billion years show the Moon was hit 3.9 billion years 

ago, as well as 200 million years ago.ago, as well as 200 million years ago.



VolcanoesVolcanoes
MoonMoon

��Shield VolcanoesShield Volcanoes

��Made of Basaltic lavaMade of Basaltic lava

EarthEarth

��Lava DomesLava Domes

��Made of silicaMade of silica

We do not observe the same diversity of volcanoes and We do not observe the same diversity of volcanoes and 

volcanic rock on the Moon as we do on the Earth because volcanic rock on the Moon as we do on the Earth because 

the the mariamaria wipes away all pre existing features when a wipes away all pre existing features when a 

volcano erupts on the Moon.volcano erupts on the Moon.



Volcanic Rock AgesVolcanic Rock Ages

Earth's youngest volcanic rock is 100 million Earth's youngest volcanic rock is 100 million 

years old. Compared to the Moon's youngest years old. Compared to the Moon's youngest 

–– 1 billion 1 billion –– Earth's is relatively young Earth's is relatively young 

because Earth gets hit more due to its large because Earth gets hit more due to its large 

size. The state of the interior of the Moon is size. The state of the interior of the Moon is 

thus proven to be very, very dry because it thus proven to be very, very dry because it 

sustains craters and is only wiped clean when sustains craters and is only wiped clean when 

mariamaria forms.forms.



Complex & Simple CratersComplex & Simple Craters

�� ComplexComplex

�� Form with the Form with the 

collapse of a collapse of a 

transient cavity transient cavity 

due to gravity.due to gravity.

�� SimpleSimple

�� No raised cavityNo raised cavity



Lunar Cataclysm TheoryLunar Cataclysm Theory

The Lunar Cataclysm Theory is only a The Lunar Cataclysm Theory is only a 

hypothesis and not a theory because there is hypothesis and not a theory because there is 

no definite way to prove it. Scientist cannot no definite way to prove it. Scientist cannot 

test it, and there is not enough evidence in test it, and there is not enough evidence in 

geology to prove the theory correct.geology to prove the theory correct.



Impact Craters on MoonImpact Craters on Moon

There are so many impact craters on the There are so many impact craters on the 

Moon compared to the Earth because the Moon compared to the Earth because the 

Moon does not have erosion. Mare occupies Moon does not have erosion. Mare occupies 

the Moon, yet on Earth, there is erosion to the Moon, yet on Earth, there is erosion to 

clear craters.clear craters.



Part 3:Part 3:

Apollo 11 Regional Geological Apollo 11 Regional Geological 

ContextContext



MissionsMissions
�� Ranger missions (1962Ranger missions (1962--66)66)

�� 11stst close up pictures were taken of Moon surfaceclose up pictures were taken of Moon surface

�� Lunar Orbiter (1966Lunar Orbiter (1966--67)67)
�� More pictures were taken to help decide on the Apollo landing siMore pictures were taken to help decide on the Apollo landing sitete

�� Apollo (1968Apollo (1968--72)72)
�� 11stst lunar landing to bring man to the moon; took pictures and lunarlunar landing to bring man to the moon; took pictures and lunar

samplessamples

�� Clementine (1994)Clementine (1994)
�� Global image mapping of moon with 11 different wavelengths to Global image mapping of moon with 11 different wavelengths to 

acquire thermal imagery, topography, surface gravity, and moreacquire thermal imagery, topography, surface gravity, and more

�� Lunar Prospector (1998)Lunar Prospector (1998)
�� Low orbit image mapping to clarify data provided by previous misLow orbit image mapping to clarify data provided by previous missions sions 

((ieie: Clementine): Clementine)

�� Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (2009Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (2009--Present)Present)
�� High resolution images to locate any other potential landing sitHigh resolution images to locate any other potential landing sites; es; 

extensive observation with various instruments of lunar poles foextensive observation with various instruments of lunar poles for r 
potential water sourcespotential water sources

�� Google Moon (not a mission, but a project)Google Moon (not a mission, but a project)
�� Images from previous missions to create a general lunar mapImages from previous missions to create a general lunar map



Ranger (1962Ranger (1962--66)66)

�� Total of 9 launched rocketsTotal of 9 launched rockets

�� Attempted to capture close up Attempted to capture close up 
images of lunar surfaceimages of lunar surface

�� Scale changes from picture to Scale changes from picture to 
picture (result of camera picture (result of camera 
approaching surface)approaching surface)

�� ProblemsProblems: : 
�� picture resolution is not very picture resolution is not very 

highhigh

�� exact angle of picture is hard exact angle of picture is hard 
to tell (but can be estimated)to tell (but can be estimated)

�� size of features can only be size of features can only be 
estimatedestimated

Sample picture from Ranger missions

Mission: 7



Lunar Orbiter (1966Lunar Orbiter (1966--67)67)

�� Total of 5 missionsTotal of 5 missions

�� Took pictures to find potential Took pictures to find potential 
lunar landing siteslunar landing sites

�� Scale for first 3 missions is Scale for first 3 missions is 
much smaller (shot from lowmuch smaller (shot from low--
incline and relatively lowincline and relatively low--
altitude)altitude)

�� Scale for missions 4 and 5 is Scale for missions 4 and 5 is 
much larger (shot from higher much larger (shot from higher 
altitude for broader scientific altitude for broader scientific 
observations)observations)

�� ProblemsProblems::
�� vast number of labeled vast number of labeled 

features on the moon makes it features on the moon makes it 
hard to pinpoint any one hard to pinpoint any one 
location when comparing to location when comparing to 
another pictureanother picture

Sample picture from Lunar Orbiter archive

Photo Number I-035-M



Apollo (1968Apollo (1968--72)72)
�� Multiple missions to lunar Multiple missions to lunar 

surfacesurface

�� PurposePurpose::
�� to experiment with midto experiment with mid--flight flight 

drivingdriving

�� more extensive pictures of more extensive pictures of 
lunar surfacelunar surface

�� get humans onto lunar surfaceget humans onto lunar surface

�� acquire surface material for acquire surface material for 
further testingfurther testing

�� testing of other aspects such testing of other aspects such 
as solar wind and moreas solar wind and more

�� ProblemsProblems::
�� distance from feature to distance from feature to 

feature can only be estimatedfeature can only be estimated

Sample picture from Apollo missions

Mission: 11



Clementine (1994)Clementine (1994)

�� Separated into 4 different Separated into 4 different 
observational periodsobservational periods

�� Scale was globalScale was global

�� Purpose was to globally map the Purpose was to globally map the 
moon with various wavelengths moon with various wavelengths 
and other instrumentsand other instruments

�� ProblemsProblems::
�� specific features were hard to specific features were hard to 

match with global picturesmatch with global pictures

�� global scale thus small details may global scale thus small details may 
be lostbe lost Sample picture created from Clementine observations

Shows crustal thickness moon using radio tracking data



Lunar Prospector (1998)Lunar Prospector (1998)
�� Scale is global but took in data Scale is global but took in data 

at a smaller scaleat a smaller scale

�� PurposePurpose::
�� low polar orbit observationslow polar orbit observations

�� mapping surface compositionmapping surface composition

�� locating lunar resourceslocating lunar resources

�� measuring magnetic and measuring magnetic and 
gravitation fieldsgravitation fields

�� studying out gassing eventsstudying out gassing events

�� crash into a crater near poles crash into a crater near poles 
to test for waterto test for water

�� ProblemProblem::

�� access to direct data collected access to direct data collected 
is slightly difficult but not is slightly difficult but not 
impossibleimpossible

The Lunar Prospector Spacecraft



Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 

(2009(2009--Present)Present)
�� PurposePurpose::

�� take pictures and other take pictures and other 
methods to find other safe methods to find other safe 
landing siteslanding sites

�� locate potential lunar locate potential lunar 
resourcesresources

�� study the space study the space 
environmentenvironment

�� ProblemsProblems::
�� unknown as of nowunknown as of now

The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter



Application to Apollo 11Application to Apollo 11
�� To study the landing site region:To study the landing site region:

�� Clementine dataClementine data

�� Allows for understanding of topography of landing site if site Allows for understanding of topography of landing site if site 

can be located on Clementine mapscan be located on Clementine maps

�� To study site in detailTo study site in detail

�� Apollo dataApollo data

�� Studying the original pictures allows for comparisons to be Studying the original pictures allows for comparisons to be 

made between other sets of datamade between other sets of data

�� Lunar Orbiter (4 and 5) dataLunar Orbiter (4 and 5) data

�� Wider view of the moon with multiple labeled features allows Wider view of the moon with multiple labeled features allows 

for more precise method of noting the scenery around for more precise method of noting the scenery around 

landing sitelanding site



�� Latitude: about 5Latitude: about 5˚̊ SS

�� Longitude: maybe 70 Longitude: maybe 70 ˚̊
EE (difficult to (difficult to 

distinguish)distinguish)

�� Horizontal lines Horizontal lines 

possibly caused by the possibly caused by the 

combination of combination of 

multiple images from multiple images from 

overpassesoverpasses

�� Picture collected Picture collected 

during Apollo eraduring Apollo era
Image of region surrounding Apollo 11 landing site



�� Features formed by Features formed by 
collisions from space collisions from space 
material and leftover material and leftover 
formations from the formations from the 
crystallization of the crystallization of the 
magma oceanmagma ocean

Image of region surrounding Apollo 11 landing site

CratersCraters

RidgesRidges



Geological HistoryGeological History

�� General area formed from cooling of magma General area formed from cooling of magma 

oceanocean

�� Nearby celestial crash imposed the craters Nearby celestial crash imposed the craters 

around the imagearound the image

�� Inquiry: Would the bottom left corner of region Inquiry: Would the bottom left corner of region 

(based on picture) be made of 2 different (based on picture) be made of 2 different 

materials, and if so, whatmaterials, and if so, what’’s the cause?s the cause?
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